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This documentation offers guidance about software standardization of search and discovery technology
from the Network Security Group of ETH Zürich [1]. The content was organized for technology projects
funded by the Next Generation Internet R&D initiative [2], specifically the NGI Zero Discovery [3] grant
program for improving search and discovery. The content can also help readers more generally interested or
involved in standardizing software for online search and discovery.
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Standardization Overview

A standard is defined by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) as “a document,
established by consensus and approved by a recognized body, that provides, for common and repeated use,
rules, guidelines or characteristics for activities or their results, aimed at the achievement of the optimum
degree of order in a given context”. [4]
When it comes to standardization, there are three central questions that have to be answered. The first
question is about the motivation of producing a standards document for a specific protocol or technology. Is
the protocol being used by people or machines that are not managed by a single entity, e.g., not within the
same corporate network? Is the protocol not proprietary or are there publicly available implementations,
e.g., competing implementations by different vendors?
If the decision to standardize is made, the next question is at which stage of the development should standardization commence? If the standardization procedure is initiated too early, a standardization committee
might reject a technology for being immature, which might complicate later standardization attempts. If
the standardization procedure is initiated too late, major modification to existing implementations due to
changes in the definition can occur.
Once the standardization timing is decided upon, the correct standardization venue must be selected.
Helping to find the most appropriate venue for a new technology is the main goal of this document.

1.1

Why is standardization important?

The following is a list of the most common reasons for standardizing a networking protocol published by
Stephen Byron Cooper [5].
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Practice A programmer might decide to create a field in a data packet with a code field where “1” means
“Accept” and “2” means “Reject”. But unless this interpretation of the code is made available to other
programs, that program will only be able to send messages to the same program running on a different
computer. Networking protocols ensure that no one programmer has the responsibility for deciding the
operating procedure for a networked function.
Competition Published standardized networking protocols enable competition. With a common standard
to reference, any software house can produce programs which are automatically compatible with other
programs running in the same field. This enables competition, which promotes innovation and lowers prices.
Trade Secrets Some networking standards are proprietary. A company may decide to keep its operating
protocols an in-house secret to prevent other companies competing in a field that they dominate. Within
the company, protocols have to be written and circulated to ensure that all their programs are compatible.
This proprietary system might involve a wide range of functions and cover several different protocols.
Mixed Implementations A networked system could involve a combination of both “open” (publicly
available) and “closed” (proprietary secrets) protocols. A new application may require a standard protocol
to be adapted in order to function correctly. In this instance, the company creating the software is not
following existing protocols, but creating a new one.
Innovation Some situations require a company to create its own new protocol in order to release a new
product to the public. International standards bodies do not produce new standards quickly, so an innovative
company may have to produce new standards and publish them themselves, hoping that other companies
will adopt the standard and create extra facilities for the new product. This scenario is particularly seen
in the fast developing field of wireless networks. There are many open standards in this area which were
originally created by a company rather than a standards body. Many are later adopted as an international
standards.
Associations A number of trade groupings create user groups to support a specific area of implementation
– such as industrial applications or process flow networking for utility companies. This enables a group of
producers to promote their products within a framework of mutual support among their users. Other
trade associations are created by the holders of patented protocols to generate income from the patent by
encouraging other companies to pay a fee to use them and expand the protocol’s popularity.

1.2

When should I standardize?

Determining the appropriate point in time for standardization can be tricky as one needs to find a good
balance between readiness of the technology and readiness of the competition. The readiness of the technology
is how far the technology is developed already and how high the acceptance ratio by the desired communities
is. The competition depends on the topology of the market and is the adoption probability of any competing
technology, which if it was accepted, would make the acceptance of our technology impossible. We show this
behavior using a simple example. Figure 1 shows a possible timeline for the adoption probability of some
new technology. The dashed red line is the probability that the standardization committee would adopt the
technology at this point in time. This depends on the maturity of the technology and the readiness of the
standardization committee members to accept such a technology. The dotted blue line is the probability that
a competitor standardized a similar technology such that our technology is not needed anymore. The solid
green line is the adoption probability including the risk of a competitor adopting his technology before. We
assume for the sake of simplicity that the adoption probabilities of the technologies are linearly increasing
and decreasing independent of each other and thus we can simply multiply the probabilities to get the
actual adoption probability over time for our technology. We can see that the optimal time to attempt
standardization in this example is at time topt with probability Popt . Finding topt is difficult since it depends
on the standardization venue’s philosophy, the members of the responsible groups within the standardization
venue, and the behavior of any competitors. In order to get a feeling for a standardization venue it is
important to know which people to contact for a certain topic.
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Adoption Probability

Adoption Probability based on Technology and Community Readiness
Probability that Competition has not standardized
Adoption Probability with Competition

Popt

topt
time
Figure 1: Example of an adoption probability for a standard over time.

1.3

Where should I standardize?

Figure 2 shows a possible selection process for deciding which standardization venue is suitable for a technology1 . Some standardization venues have overlapping standardization areas, such as the IETF and the
W3C Consortium which both standardize application layer protocols. In such a case both venues should be
looked at to find the most suitable venue.
IETF The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is a large international community that produces
technical documents for technologies applicable to the Internet. There are many widely used IETF standards
for different network layers. Some famous standards are ARP [6] and PPP [7] in the data link layer, IPv4 [8],
DHCP [9], and ICMP [10] in the network layer, UDP [11] and TCP [12] in the transport layer, and DNS [13,
14], FTP [15], HTTP [16], NFS [17], SMTP [18, 19], and TLS [20, 21] in the application layer. The IETF
community is separated into the engineering part (IETF) which works on concrete proposals for standards
and the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF) which looks at experimental topics that are not yet ready for
standardization.
W3C The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) does not produce standards by itself, but publishes
recommendations which are typically treated as Web standards. Famous W3C recommendations include
HTML [22], PNG [23], and CSS [24].
IEEE The IEEE venue focuses on standards for physical and data link layer protocols. Their standards
include commonly used link layer protocols such as Ethernet (802.3) [25] and WiFi (802.11) [26] but also
some application layer protocols such as PTP [27].
WiFi Alliance The WiFi Alliance standardizes IEEE 802.11 related technologies such as Wi-Fi Protected
Access (WPA).
1 This

flowchart should only be used to get a rough idea about the different areas and might not be correct or complete.
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Figure 2: Flowchart for standardization venue selection
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Zigbee Alliance The Zigbee Alliance produces standards for the Zigbee protocol, a low power wireless
communication protocol. Zigbee is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard for low-rate wireless networks [28]
in a similar way as WiFi Alliance is based on IEEE 802.11. Standards include the Zigbee protocol itself [29],
Dotdot [30] which is an open standard for communication between IoT devices, and Smart Energy which is
a protocol to manage energy-related devices.
ITU The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) standardizes technologies mostly related to encodings such as ASN.1 [31], X.509 certificates [32], but also communication protocols such as ISDN and
DSL.
5G Alliance 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) combines the effort of telecommunication standardization committees of different regions, such as ETSI [33] for Europe or ATIS [34] for the US. 3GPP
standardized core telecommunication technologies such as 3G [35] and 4G [36].
ETSI The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) is responsible for European standardization in the area of telecommunication.

1.4

How does the standardization process works?

The process of getting a technology standardized depends on the venue. This Section roughly describes how
the standardization process works and provides references for more detailed information for each venue.
IETF A document that should become a standard starts as an Internet-Draft submitted by an individual
or a set of individuals. A suitable working group can then adopt the Internet-Draft to work together on
improving the Internet-Draft as a whole. The Internet-Draft can be submitted to the RFC editor by an
independent individual or a working group. [37] As soon as the RFC is published, it can enter the standards
track as a “proposed standard”, turn into a “draft standard” and finally become a full “Standard”. [38]
There is an explicit track for research topics in the IETF called Internet Research Task Force (IRTF),
which usually does not deal with specific proposals but handles long-term exploration of a research area.
Depending on the project, it makes more sense to join an IRTF group, but typically IRTF groups do not
produce standards.
W3C The W3C is split into working groups that cover similar topics or technologies such as HTML, SVG,
or Internationalization. In order to join a working group, you need to first become a member of W3C which
comes with an annual fee depending on the organization’s revenue. W3C holds annual technical plenary
meetings to have face-to-face discussions on relevant working group topics. The W3C Process Document [39]
describes how standards (W3C recommendations) are usually created. The process can be roughly described
in four steps: (1) generate interest in a relevant topic, (2) write proposal for new working groups on this topic,
(3) group members collaborate with invited experts to create specifications or guidelines, (4) the advisory
committee reviews the document and if there is support publishes it as a W3C recommendation.
IEEE Standardization in the IEEE is driven by the IEEE Standards Association (IEEE SA). The standardization process of the IEEE can be separated into 6 steps as shown in Fig. 3:
1. Initiating the Project: People who have an idea for a new project form a study group and write a
Project Authorization Request (PAR) that within 6 months has to be accepted by several committees.
Acceptance of the PAR marks the official beginning of the project.
2. Mobilizing the Working Group: A working group for a project is open to individuals for individual
standards projects or representatives with an IEEE SA Corporate membership for corporate standards
projects.
3. Drafting the Standard: The working group writes the standard document.
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Figure 3: IEEE Standards Process as described in [40]
4. Balloting the Standard: After the standard document has been written, the Standards Committee
forms a ballot group of interested individuals and entities. After one or two months of collecting votes,
if a specific number of voters agree on adapting the document, the document enters the final stage of
approval.
5. Gaining Final Approval: After passing the ballot vote, the IEEE SA Standards Board decides
whether to accept or reject the standard.
6. Maintaining the Standard: Adjusting standards is done by issuing a corrigenda for technical or
semantic errors or errata sheet for typographical and editorial issues. Corrigendas require a new PAR
while errata sheets do not.
WiFi Alliance The WiFi Alliance is a relatively closed community and participation requires a membership with an annual fee.
Zigbee Alliance In order to become a member of the Zigbee Alliance and influence the certification and
standardization process, an annual fee has to be paid. There are different types of members (promoter,
participant, and adopter) with different fees and the member’s possibilities (e.g., participate in working
groups or attend meetings) depend on the membership type. In addition, producing commercial products
using Zigbee is only allowed for Zigbee Alliance members.
ITU The ITU is separated into study groups for different topics that are assigned specific questions and
recommendations (standards). A study group works on answering their assigned questions and prepares
draft recommendations which then have to be approved by the World Telecommunication Standardization
Assembly (WTSA).
5G Alliance The 3GPP 5G Alliance is organized hierarchically with three specification groups (Radio
Access Networks, Service & System Aspects, or Core Network & Terminals) consisting of several working
groups (e.g., Security, Architecture, or Codec). The Project Co-ordination Group (PCG) oversees the work
of the specification and working groups.
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2.1

Search-and-Discovery related Information
IETF

There are currently few IETF working groups that work on search and discovery in terms of what most
users would expect, namely Internet search engines. But there are several working groups on discovery of
services over a network and the privacy implications, e.g., DNS related working groups (“Extensions for
Scalable DNS Service Discovery”, “DNS over HTTPS”, “DNS Name System Operations”, “DNS PRIVate
Exchange”, “Decentralized Internet Infrastructure”).
6

2.2

W3C

The W3C is working in a few areas that are related to search and discovery.
Semantic Web is an area focusing on a more abstract representation of information in the Internet.
The main idea is to not treat the Internet just as a web of documents, but instead treat it as a web of data,
similar to a distributed database. This allows users to link data together to create more than the sum of
the individual documents. The core technologies used are the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [41],
OWL 2 Web Ontology Language [42], and SPARQL [43].
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